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Enrollment No: _______________________         Exam Seat No:_______________________ 

C. U. SHAH UNIVERSITY 

Winter Examination-2022 

 

Subject Name : History of English Literature : (1600-1798)  

Subject Code : 5AH02HEL2    Branch: M.A. (English)    

Semester: 2       Date: 19/09/2022   Time: 11:00 To 02:00  Marks: 70 
  

 

Instructions: 
(1) Use of Programmable calculator and any other electronic instrument is prohibited. 
(2) Instructions written on main answer book are strictly to be obeyed. 
(3) Draw neat diagrams and figures (if necessary) at right places. 

(4) Assume suitable data if needed. 

 

 
SECTION – I 

Q-1  Attempt the Following questions  (07)  

 a.  When was the Pilgrim’s Progress originally published?  

 b.  Who gives the term ‘Metaphysical’?  

 c.  ‘Kate In She Stoops to Computer’ and Lydia in ‘The Rivals’ represents 

romantic idealism in love. True or false? 
 

 d.  Who made the phrase ‘stoops to conquer’ popular in her play the rover in 

the mid 17
th

  century?  
 

 e.  Deniel Defoe wrote on which subjects?  

 f.  The school for scandal is____________  

 g.  Colin brown describes ______ as special figure in Metaphysical poetry  
 

 

Q-2  What are Periodical essays? Describe it with the reference of essayists 

Joseph Addison and Richard Steele  
(14) 

OR 

Q-2  What does the title ‘The way of the world’ mean?  How does the title 

foreshadow the action of the play? 

 

    

Q-3  Explain the title ‘The Way of the words ‘, how does title work for play? (14) 
  OR  

Q-3  In Absalom and Achitophel, how does Dryden satirize the English people?  

    

 

SECTION – II 
Q-4  Attempt the Following questions  

 
(07)  

 a.   The age of Johnson is also called the age of ____________ in English 

literature 
 

 b.  ‘Pope was the limit of classical literature’. Who said this about Pope?  

 c.  When was John Dryden born?  
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 d.  Which age George Herbert belongs to?  

 e.  Write any two names of works of Deniel Defoe   

 f.  Write three names of restoration dramatists   

 g.  Most famous metaphysical poets were_______and _______  
 

Q-5  ‘The first blow is half the battle’ Explain the sentence with the reference 

to ‘She stoops to Conquer’ 
(14) 

  OR  

Q-5  Who was the first English poet in history to have made his living solely?  

    

Q-6  Discuss the characteristics of Metaphysical poetry and explain Donne as 

metaphysical poet  
(14) 

  OR  

Q-6  Ben Johnson as poet: Elucidate   

    
 


